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Welcome to the ExportNet specific user manual – this is a step by step illustration of ExportNet
-

This is a specific instruction for ExportNet V3.58 onward. For earlier version please refer to the old manual.

-

For installation instruction, please refer to the separate installation guide.

-

For the general instruction of our software, please refer to the ibuyer.hk general software manual.

-

For the platform, database structure and design change of software, please refer to the technical manual
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Target User of ExportNet
It is designed for export trading company in finish product. Best for giftware, premium, promotional items, bags, luggage, toys,
electrical, electronic, appliance, travel goods, sporting goods, sundries, household items, home textiles and etc.

The Design concept of ExportNet
The ExportNet is designed by workflows, it has 5 steps;
1/ Products; gather the product detail from your supplier.
2/ Costing; a simple costing table.
3/ Quotation; issue price quote to customer.
4/ Documents; orders processing.
5/ Shipping; issue full set export shipping documents

Suppose your merchandiser gather new products from different supplier. Input the product details into the database system.
They use it to prepare a simple costing table, and then use its information to create a quotation sheet. When you have a potential
customer, you will then issue merchandising document > quotation > pro forma > to confirm an order.
By the time delivering the goods, you will issue the export shipping document by the Shipping.

The middle column, WORKFLOWS is the most frequently using input panels.
The input concept of ExportNet is from left to right and top to bottom. Please start with BASICS to input all contact information.
Then your merchandiser may move to WORKFLOWS to start their merchandising duties.
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Products
The ExportNet is for trading company and exporter in trading business. They buy finished products from their supplier and meantime
re-sell it to their customer without involves in the production of it.

When you open the Products, you will see follow screen.

This product form gather basic information of a product. There is a gross profit margin% calculator below the picture. Which is quite
useful for management to decide the price quote and selling price of the product. It convert the purchase cost, selling price into USD
for a comparison and show the result by a gross profit margin %. This could give the merchandiser a better idea of what profit margin
of certain product immediately.

Groups of reports in this products form, which is using the information to create;
-

Product catalog; kind of product catalogue or product detail sheet.

-

Cost History; a cost comparison report by different grouping.

-

A pull down list will show the sales history for the current article

-

An article list to pull down and select articles for conversion of data to next modules. (very useful to avoid double entry)
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Costing
It is a simple costing form for merchandiser to calculate the costing of end product. Merchandiser may use it to work out FOB, C&F,
CIF, LDP price structure. Since your company will get the product offered from supplier with a net cost. It could be added up to
become FOB, CIF, LDP depends on the trade terms with profit and quote to your customer.

There is two rows of cost figures, one of it is by percentage, while the other is the actual amount input to the cost table. Thus give a
flexibility to the merchandiser on doing a costing sheet with calculation by percentage or by actual amount.
From cost 1 to cost 6 by design denote the operate cost & overhead of the product before shipment. So it is an ex-origin cost
sub-total.
From cost 7 to cost 11 by design denote is the handling cost & shipping cost of the product after export. So it is a landed cost
sub-total.
At the end of the cost element table, there is a gross profit field for merchandiser to input the intended G.P. % so that it could come
out the result selling price. In this connection, a costing sheet is completed.
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Quotation
Merchandiser should use the quotation to prepare a quote to the customer. Normally, they can use the convert button to convert
various product from the costing to a quote record. Please notice on the right hand side middle of the costing form, there is a
3. Select article no. on below sub-table and; 4. Convert above list to quotation button.
The purpose is to select various product from the costing and then convert it to become a quotation. That would be very easy and
effective to re-use the costing data by converting it from there. No duplicated input and avoid typo error.

In addition to the convert button method, user may also use the right hand side select & insert pull down list to select and insert
product detail to the sub-table. Which is pull out from either the product form or costing form.
There is two field selection at the end of the sub-table, the Quote Status & Reject Reason which is used to identify the result of the
quotation. By collecting the quote result and prepare a quotation summary report to analysis the percentage of successful quote or
the reason of reject. Thus providing the management to review from time to time and adjusting their quote price point, margin and
trade terms to win an order placement from the customer. Quotation Analysis Summary Report as below
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Document
The most important function of ExportNet is also the key feature of our system. Issue trading documents and meantime gather this
information for analysis.

The whole ExportNet use a convert button features to move data forward from one module to other modules. Merchandisers are
strongly recommended to use those buttons to convert data forward in order to improve efficiency and avoid double entry or typo
error when inputting data.
They can simply convert data from products > costing > quotation > document > shipping. Thus merchandiser can finish these
documentation procedures within split seconds.
Merchandiser may use this document to issue pro-forma, sales contract and purchase order to the customer or supplier respectively.
It has an order shipping summary to show the outstanding unshipped quantity of each order.

Which is used to keep track of each order on the partial shipped quantity and delivery.
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Sales Analysis & Gross Profit report
This is the key function of the ExportNet and core value of our system. The system is helping management to identify which supplier
providing the most competitive (cheapest) product to your company and which of your customer give you the most generous
(highest) profit margin.
These report grouping will highlight the purchase cost or selling price in red color and made it easier for management to review.
Hence, improve your company’s sales and profit margin, by offering a competitive product.

The gross profit report shows the margin of each order to find out the highest margin product & order.

The report can be sorted or filter by the 1.Select parameter for filter & look up pull down list on the right top section.
This could help merchandiser to get a report according to the customer, suppler, article no. and description. So that management
could compare the same customer, same supplier, same article or same description for a large group of products. Eventually this
report with the use of big data will give management the best price for similar product and highest margin given by certain customer.
As a result, merchandiser can stay focus on getting product from those cheapest supplier, meantime providing priority services to
those highest margin customer. This could sharply increase the profit margin of the whole company.
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Shipping
When you are about to deliver your goods, you will need to go to the Shipping form. It issue shipping document according to
each shipment one by one. In this connection, all the record is show one by one with descending order. It means the recent
shipment record will be on top.

When you start the Shipping form, you will see the above screen. Shipping officer may add a new record or use the select &
insert pull down list on the right hand side to insert the shipping product to the sub-table. But we highly recommend user to
use the convert button on the document to convert an order to become a shipping record. This could link up the orders and the
shipping record so that it could reflect in the outstanding quantity shipping report.
On the bottom of the shipping form, there is a payment settlement checkbox, which is used to identify whether the current
invoice payment has been settled or not. ExportNet use this checkbox record to generate an outstanding payment grouped by
customer. This is quite useful to know if the invoice get paid or not and the payment situation of each customer to control their
credit level.
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Workgroup user name and password
Our database software by nature is being used by multiple user over a company network in order to get the most benefit of its
information sharing purpose, thus a structural database is very powerful for business operation. On top of sharing data beyond
merchandisers, user right control is also important to limit individual staff to access any sensitive information. In this connection, we
have designed our database software with build-in user right workgroup to achieve this goal. Listed below is the build-in user name,
password and their right.
By default, all users password is 123 for all logon names.
User name

password

right

Ibuyer.hk

9119116644

project designer

VP

123

admin

CEO

123

admin

Boss

123

admin

MMgr

123

all data user

ReadOnly

123

read only

AddOnly

123

add data only

EditOnly

123

edits data only

Merchan

123

sales modules

Merchan01

123

sales modules

Merchan02

123

sales modules

Merchan03

123

sales modules

Merchan04

123

sales modules

Merchan05

123

sales modules

Shipping

123

shipping modules

Shipping01

123

shipping modules

Shipping02

123

shipping modules

Shipping03

123

shipping modules

Shipping04

123

shipping modules

Shipping05

123

shipping modules

That is for the ExportNet software and we really hope this database software can help increasing your company’s profit margin and
on the other hand providing competitive products. Hence, increase the added value of your company’s product and services.
Especially in the serious inflation of product and operating cost but extremely tight profit margin getting from retail market.
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